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“The mind is
everything.
What you think
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Dear Prospectve Applicant,
At InsightsIAS, we passionately dedicate ourselves not only to impart
best training to civil service aspirants in the country, but also to give the
best officers to this Nation. Towards this, we have constantly brought
innovations into our programs to meet the standards and demands of civil
services exam. We have focused on quality pedagogy coupled with student
centric mentoring that centers on helping the aspirant develop distinctive
individuality suitable for the challenging job such as civil services.
Our Insta Classes program (Online & Offline) is the benchmark initiative
when it comes to delivering quality training to civil services aspirants. Our
top of the class faculties, mentors, content-writers, course coordinators
and the best in class infrastructure instills confidence in our students. At
InsightsIAS you will feel privileged as you would have the company of
serious aspirants who had yearned to get in to our institute because of
our reputations for ensuring the highest quality in all our programs and
initiatives. Such serious atmosphere is crucial to your success. It ensures
that your preparation is focused and is free from all kinds of distractions.

A LETTER FROM THE FOUNDER
AND DIRECTOR

Also we have gone a few steps ahead by recruiting a full time Success
& Mindset coach to keep your mind healthy and relaxed. Our IGNITE
initiative will give you the necessary intellectual stimulation and a strong
purpose to join civil services. There are many more reasons why you
should be joining InsightsIAS. Once you are part of our large community,
you will feel the advantage.
Being India’s topmost website for IAS aspirants (with 1.5 lakh unique daily
visitors), we have a team that works round the clock to provide you best
possible resources to succeed in the UPSC civil services exam. If you
make use of what we offer to you, you will taste the success sooner than
all your competitors. For this tough exam we have the right guidance and
resources ready for you.
You have a big dream. You need the right institution and right people to
realise this dream. InsightsIAS, with its impeccable track record, might be
the destination you were waiting for.
I hope you will take the right decision and join us soon.

Best regards,
VINAY KUMAR GB
Founder & Director
InsightsIAS
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Insta Classes Details

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!

• Start Date: 15th August, 2020
• Duration: 12-15 months
• Fee Structure
Online Classes: Rs.72,000/- + taxes
Offline Classes: Rs.82,000/- + taxes
• Early Bird Offer: 25% discount till 25th July 2020
• Exclusive 40% discount over Mains Test Series 2021
(Post-Prelims 2021) for the students of Insta Classes.

#InstaEmpower
Empowering the aspiring, talented
and the much deserving candidates
to become Civil servants,
InsightsIAS is keen to conduct the
scholarship Test for its Insta
Classes Program.

Exclusive discounts of
Scholarship Tests:
Rank 1-25

Full Scholarship

Rank 26-50

50% discount

Rank 51-100

30% discount

#InstaWomenEmpowerment
No household, No society, No State, No Country has ever truly progressed
without empowering its women. A women upon becoming a Civil servant such
as an IAS, IPS can bring the positive changes in the society. InsightsIAS is
leading by example and is encouraging women for their participation in its
initiatives by offering them with exclusive discounts.
An exclusive discount of 25% for all women upon subscription to
Insta Classes at our Offline centres in Bengaluru, Delhi, and Hyderabad.
Special discount for women taking up the scholarship tests:
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Rank 1-25

Full Scholarship

Rank 26-100

50% discount

Rank 101-200

30% discount
www.insightsonindia.com

INSTA CLASSES
Online & Offline

The All New Insta Classes, in the Online & Offline mode is a full-fledged course
for UPSC CSE 2021. It includes guidance for all three stages of the coveted
examination – Prelims, Mains and Interview.
The need for Online Learning is mounting more than ever today. Necessitated by
prevailing circumstances, online education outperforms its traditional classroom
counterpart especially in times that we are living in. Irrespective of the state of
affairs, it is imperative that ‘the show must go on!’ InsightsIAS devoted to its tagline
does its best to simplify IAS exam preparation for its students by introducing
Online Insta Classes while retaining the aesthetics of Offline learning.
The main objective of this course is to provide personalized learning by empowering
serious aspirants, especially freshers, to establish strong foundations of basics,
build on it by inculcating analytical skills, interact with and be mentored by trusted
faculty at every step and adapt their preparation to the dynamic nature of this
examination.
InsightsIAS helmed by its Founder and Director, Vinay Sir is backed by an
experienced and immensely talented team of faculty, mentors and a Success
& Mindset Coach, now more so than ever, the All New Insta Classes comes
loaded with EQUIP Strategy.

Insta Optional Classes 2021
To further top it off InsightsIAS offers Insta Optional subject Classes to the UPSC
Civil Service aspirants. Optional Subjects offered by InsightsIAS are:
Anthropology

Geography

Kannada Literature

Public Administration

Political Science

For the Indian Forest Service (IFS) exam:
Geology
Forestry
Thus Insta Classes is the only program that you ever need for your preparation to
Civil Service Examination.

InsightsIAS offers the complete flexibility to its students to
convert their subscription of Insta Classes from Online to
Offline mode at very minimal charges*.
*Convertibility of the Insta Classes subscription from Online to Offline is provided
at free of cost for women. #InstaWomenEmpowerment.
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EQUIP STRATEGY
The InsightsIAS Way

Our unique EQUIP strategy of Insta Classes is built on fundamentals of pedagogy
that strives to enable an IAS aspirant to clear all three stages of the examination
by acquiring knowledge and skills, helping them to be at their competitive best.
EQUIP stands for:

EXPLAIN

QUEST

UNDERSTAND

INTERACT

PERFORM
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EQUIP STRATEGY
The InsightsIAS Way
EXPLAIN
Key to succeed in the UPSC civil services exam is to have strong basics and
absolute conceptual clarity. Our faculty will ‘EXPLAIN’ the most complex concepts
in a lucid way so that any fresher can understand and use these concepts while
solving questions of Prelims and Mains.

QUEST
Every class lecture is accompanied by a small test - which we call as QUEST- that
seeks to test your knowledge and skills both. These tests will help bring discipline
and seriousness in your exam preparation.

UNDERSTAND
Post-Quest, discussions are conducted that further helps you to understand how
the concepts that you have learned as part of the ‘EXPLAIN’ component needs to be
applied and remembered from exam point of view. The faculty will extensively use
previous year questions and their own set of questions to illustrate how you must
align exam preparation to prepare smartly without stress. This is ‘UNDERSTAND’,
the U-component of EQUIP.

INTERACT
Lectures with interactive discussions enhances the quality of learning and
also helps in inculcation of more ideas as every student could contribute. This
‘INTERACTION’ component will be facilitated at the end of each lecture where
you can clear your doubts and contribute your own ideas too.

PERFORM
Weekly Prelims tests, fortnightly Mains tests and comprehensive Prelims &
Mains test upon completion of every subject are conducted for you to finally
‘PERFORM’, enabling you to be at your competitive best to ace the IAS
examination. These tests will help you revise and test knowledge and skills that
you have acquired through classes and self-study.

EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT
Finally EQ (EQuip) also matters. Without a strong Emotional Quotient, you cannot
sustain the long audacious journey of Civil service preparation. Moreover you
cannot perform well in Interview round of Civil service examination. Keeping this
in mind, our mentorship program offers you the much needed emotional support
in addition to academic support.
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COUNT ON US

Features of Insta Classes

Toppers Chose and Toppers
Recommend the Classroom programs
& Test series of InsightsIAS.

Special Feature:
Integrated Ethics and Essay classes.
Practice what you learn everyday through:
• Daily Prelims & Mains Class Tests
• Weekly Prelims Revision Tests
• Fortnightly Mains Revision Tests
• Full Length Prelims and Mains Tests
post completion of every subject
Live doubts clearance session
+ Doubts clearance via chat.

Integrated Classes for Prelims + Mains
with exhaustive coverage of entire
syllabus (GS + CSAT).
Comprehensive coverage of
Current Affairs for Mains through
the most promising I-CAN Initiative.
Personal Mentor:
A trusted adviser to track
your progress thoroughly.
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COUNT ON US

Features of Insta Classes

Most PROMISING faculty, mentors
and Insta Team will be your constant
companions.

Live + Recorded Classes
to ensure students never
miss a class.
Success & Mindset Coach
to ensure impeccable mental health.

Mains Answer evaluation based
on Comprehensive Parameters
to improve your score constantly.

Personality test preparation:
Multiple Mock Interviews,
Video Recording of Mock Interviews,
Personalised Feedback and
Group Discussions.

Free access to the All India Prelims
Test Series (apart from daily prelims &
week prelims revision tests), now with
the widest possible Post Test analysis.
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IGNITE@INSIGHTSIAS
InsightsIAS under its IGNITE initiative provides an opportunity to its students
(both Online & Offline) to meet the stalwarts of the Nation whose exemplary
achievements in their career & Life could act as a true inspiration for the
young minds.

Shri. Deepak Gupta
Former UPSC Chairman
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

Shri. Anil Swarup
Former Coal Secretary, GOI
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

Shri. Rajiv Mehrishi
Comptroller and
Auditor General of India
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO
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IGNITE@INSIGHTSIAS

Shri. Kannan Gopinathan
Former IAS Officer
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

Shri. O P Choudhary
Former IAS Officer
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

Shri. Sujan R. Chinoy
DG of IDSA, Former Ambassador
to Japan & Mexico
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PERKS OF INSTA CLASSES
In its Offline mode

1

TOP-OF-THE-CLASS INFRASTRUCTURE:

Our top of the class infrastructure with spacious classrooms, discussion rooms
and reading rooms provide you with intellectual space to study with a relaxed
state of mind without struggling to maintain social distancing.

INSIGHTSIAS
Classrooms

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

INSIGHTSIAS
Study rooms

2

SUCCESS & MINDSET COACH:

Opportunity to meet our in-house faculty,
mentors and Success & Mindset Coach
(both Online & Offline) is the feature that
lets you constantly improve under right
guidance that’s accessible and focused
on developing individuality.

Ms. Arati Patil

Success & Mindset Coach
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PERKS OF INSTA CLASSES
In its Offline mode

3

MOCK TESTS:

Writing tests at Offline centres is an experience that you would want to utilise to
be the best competitor in the Civil Services Exam. We conduct our tests with the
same seriousness as the UPSC does.

INSIGHTSIAS
Exam Sessions

4

MEET THE ASPIRANTS:

Our Insta Classes in its offline mode
provides unique opportunity for you to
meet the only serious aspirants from
across India and be part of intense yet
very sportive competitive environment.

Vinay Sir interacting with aspirants

5
Availability of Vinay Sir,
Founder & Director of
InsightsIAS at your time
of convenience is an
added advantage that you
don’t want to miss.
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PERKS OF INSTA CLASSES
In its Offline mode

6

FUN WHILE YOU LEARN:

We conduct sports and other events to ease our students from stress and
encourage them to take Qualitative break.

INSIGHTSIAS
Recreational Activities

•
•

You can join fresh batch or migrate from online to offline anytime.
You will get all online features plus much more at offline as explained above.
Our offline classroom program will resume in Bangalore and Delhi once
permission and guidelines are issued in respective cities.

INSIGHTSIAS
PHILOSOPHY

Our InsightsIAS team is built with sensitivity, love & care
towards our students. These attributes have become the
cornerstone of our entire program and we like to travel an
extra mile to make sure that our students don’t feel burdened
at any point in their exam preparation.
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SELECTIONS AT INSIGHTSIAS
InsightsIAS has earned the TRUST of innumerous
students across India. We believe in our VALUES,
APPORACHABILITY & QUALIITY because of which
InsightsIAS has become the ultimate platform for
every student looking to succeed with the right
DIRECTION, KNOWLEDGE & ATTITUDE towards
UPSC Civil Services Examination.

Soaring success rate since 2014
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Over the last 6 years our conversion rate from Mains to Interview has been more than
40% from our Offline batches and we have produced many toppers including an
All India Rank–1 (CSE-2016). We at InsightsIAS have gained better understanding
of what it takes to become a topper without wasting precious time of their youthful lives.
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TOPPERS TESTIMONIALS

NANDINI K R
AIR 1, CSE 2016

When things didn’t fall in line
even in my third Mains, I emailed
InsightsonIndia to seek guidance
for the next attempt. InsightsIAS
classroom program suited all my
requirements. I improved immensely
by getting personal feedback by
Vinay Sir and was able to top the
UPSC CSE Examination”.

RAHUL S

AIR 17, CSE 2018
“First and foremost, Insights exposed
me to the level of competition
that exists in the Civil Services
Examination. Secondly, it improved my
answer writing by helping me develop
my own unique structure for answers
along with the excellent evaluation it
has to offer and lastly, the best peer
group to interact and learn from.
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TOPPERS TESTIMONIALS

SREELAKSHMI R
AIR 29, CSE 2018

InsightsIAS is a guiding light for crores
of aspirants all over the country.
I would say this because I was a part
of his Offline Classroom Batch 2016.
My UPSC journey has not been easy
and I missed making it to the rank list
by narrow margins every time and
Vinay Sir has been there as a pillar
of support throughout, motivating me
whenever I had self-doubts. Hearty
gratitude, Sir!”

ROHAN JAGADEESH
AIR 224, CSE 2018

“I have been a part of Insights Offline Guidance
Program and it has been a tremendous learning
experience for me. Right from the way I was
taught to approach prelims to the way I must
structure Mains answer writing, Vinay Sir has
played an integral role in my preparation. He
is not only a teacher to me but also a friend
and a mentor. He has been a great source
of inspiration to me as he was the crisis
coordinator I would turn to at every time of peril.
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FELICITATION CEREMONY

UPSC CSE Toppers with Vinay Sir at InsightsIAS Felicitation Ceremony.

(From Left) Shri. Suneel Kumar IPS, Shri. Seemant Kumar Singh IPS, Shri.
V Gopala Gowda, Former Supreme Court Judge, Shri. Veerappa VM,
President, Bharath Cooperative Bank at InsightsIAS Felicitation Ceremony.
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INSIGHTSIAS WEBSITE
And Free Initiatives

InsightsIAS in its website www.insightsonindia.com has been providing quality
content and guidance on a consistent basis. We at InsightsIAS have taken a
principled stand of making quality material accessible to poor and the needy at
free of cost. Over the years we are fortunate to garner the goodwill of lakhs of
students across India.
As on 21st June 2020, our website is ranked at 359 in India. It is visited by almost
every serious IAS aspirant in the country. To put into perspective, PIB website is
ranked at 466, and the UPSC website is ranked at 482 today.
At InsightsIAS any serious IAS aspirant gets all the help that he need to crack this
toughest exam. Hundreds of articles by IAS toppers reveal various strategies that
have worked for them - which can work to new aspirants too. Regular motivational
posts by Vinay Sir keeps the spirit of IAS aspirants high and esures that aspirants
are supported in their journey constantly.

Free Initiatives on www.insightsonindia.com
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SECURE-Daily Mains
Answer writing Initiative

Mind Maps

I-CAN: InsightsIAS
Current Affairs & News Analysis

Revision Modules for
Prelims and Mains

Essay perspectives
every week

Strategies/Guidance
by Toppers

Daily Current Affairs

RSTV Summary, AIR Summary

Daily Quiz

Videos of Sessions by
eminent personalities under
IGNITE@INSIGHTS initiative

www.insightsonindia.com

HALL OF FAME
CSE 2 0 1 8

AIR 5

Srushti Deshmukh

IFS AIR 16

Saurabh Kumar

AIR 45

AIR 78

Lakshmi N

AIR 228

Vijaya Bharath R

AIR 352

C SE 20 17

Harshavardana BJ

AIR 100

Akash S

Kruthika

AIR 237

AIR 417

Hitesh Kumar Meena

AIR 1

Anudeep

AIR 31

IFS AIR 18

Jamir Shaikh

AIR 168

Sagar Rana

AIR 240

Prashant Nagar

Ankit Pannu
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AIR 17

Rahul Sharanappa

AIR 257

Koushik HR

AIR 418

Nagarjun B Gowda

AIR 2

Anukumari

AIR 78

Pratibha Rani

Vivek HB

AIR 423

Ashwija BV

AIR 3

Sachin Gupta

AIR 211

Pruthvik Shankar

IFS AIR 26

Agrim Saini

AIR 194

Shreya Gupta

AIR 303

Nivedita SB

AIR 495

Manjunath R

AIR 29

Sreelakshmi R

AIR 224

Rohan Jagadeesh

AIR 307

Girish DK

AIR 560

Lakshmi Soujanya

AIR 9

Saumya Sharma

AIR 719

Ashis Sahu
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HALL OF FAME

AIR 1

C S E 2016

Nandini KR

AIR 56

MIttali Sethi

AIR 152

CSE 2 0 15

Suruchi Chaudhary

AIR 47

Dyanachandra

AIR 65

Ayushi Sudan

AIR 307

Santhosh BM

AIR 4

AIR 36

C SE 201 4
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AIR 8

Nitish Kumar

AIR 67

Mirant Parikh

AIR 25

Chandramohan Garg

AIR 60

AIR 40

Atul Vats

Gazal Bharadwaj

AIR 26

AIR 107

Nikhil Bullavar

Jabeen Fathima

Kirti Chekuri

Neha Kumari

AIR 53

Manju Jindal

AIR 525

AIR 14

Artika Shukla

Abhinav Goel

AIR 52

Shivam Pratap

AIR 36

D K Balaji

AIR 35

Kumar Ashirvad

AIR 85

Alankrita Pandey

AIR 97

Satish Reddy

AIR 392

Madhusudhan Hulgi
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CONNECT WITH INSIGHTSIAS
Subscribe to our Website
Monthly 3 million visitors

Subscribe to our YouTube Channel
2.63 lakh subscribers

Visit our Facebook page
1.2 lakh followers

Join our Telegram Channel
50 thousand followers

Subscribe to Insta Classes
Online & Offline
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INSIGHTSIAS CENTERS
Insights on India
InsightsIAS institutes are now located in three capital
cities of three prominent states. Bengaluru, Delhi
and Hyderabad. With state of the art infrastructure
and top-class teaching faculty, you could expect an
uncompromised quality that InsightsIAS has been
delivering consistently through the years.

Delhi
InsightsIAS, Delhi

Hyderabad

#57/12, 3rd Floor, Bada Bazar Rd,
Above Kumar Book Centre,
Old Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi,
Delhi 110060
Ph: 01145637946, 7303318519,
7483163074
Mail: delhioffice@insightias.com
Location: https://g.page/insights-ias?share

Bengaluru

InsightsIAS, Bengaluru
3rd Floor, Nanda Ashirwad Building,
Chandra Layout Main Rd,
Maruthi Nagar, Attiguppe,
Bengaluru, Karnataka 560040
Ph: 7483163074, 9380863034, 6364270311
Mail: Offline@insightsias.com,
Support@insightsias.com
Location Link: https://g.page/INSIGHTS-IASOGP?share
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InsightsIAS, Hyderabad
# 1-1-379/211, Indira park Mains Road,
Beside Balaji Darshan, Near Ashoka
Nagar Signal, Ashok Nagar, Hyderabad,
Telangana-500020
Ph: 8688512637, 7483163074
Mail: Hyderabad@insightsias.com
Location: https://goo.gl/maps/
QB6h28FqLcXdeG9J6

www.insightsonindia.com

SIMPLIFYING IAS
EXAM PREPARATION
www.insightsonindia.com
www.insightsonindia.com

